Although Cullen' s sign is usually associated with haemorrhagic pancreatitis, this report describes a case in which it occurred in a patient with infectious mononucleosis and non-traumatic rupture of the spleen. Thomas Stephen Cullen professor of gynaecology at Johns Hopkins University Hospital, Baltimore USA, gave his name to a peri-umbilical ecchymosis resulting from a haemoperitoneum secondary to the rupture of an ectopic pregnancy. Over the years, it has usually been considered to be a sign of haemorrhagic pancreatitis, but it has also been associated with other conditions.' Although a similar case has been published,2 we feel that its occurrence is rare enough to warrant mention, particularly in view of the opinion in a wellknown medical text book that Cullen's sign is so infrequent in splenic rupture that it is academic,3 and a later (17th) edition does not make any mention of an association. In this case, the diagnosis of splenic rupture was easily and confidently made with the aid of an abdominal ultrasound scan and the presence of Cullen' s sign. Abdominal computed tomography (CT) scanning can also be useful to differentiate between those patients requiring surgery from those who do not.8
CASE REPORT
Other potentially serious physical and psychological complications with long term implications may also arise.9' 10 There appears to be little benefit in the use of anti-viral treatment in treating uncomplicated infectious mononucleosis. Steroids have been used with some success in some complications.
CONCLUSION
We would like to highlight that the presence of abdominal pain is an uncommon symptom in infectious mononucleosis and its occurrence is therefore a danger sign that a rare and potentially life threatening complication may have occurred.
